THE MAGIC OF WISDOM

Lectures

Perth, Western Australia, 1951 - 1952

Perth, 18th May, 1951

SERGE RAYNAUD de la FERRIÈRE
Friday, 18th May, 1951  Cremorne

The WAY is Kundalini, by means of Pingala and Ida.
The Magic of Wisdom. Perth 18th May, 1951

The Aquarian Cross, showing the Four Fixed Signs. Chalice opened to ACUARIAN Influence.

Wings of Eagle
Face of Man
Legs of Lion
Body of Bull.
Thus is propounded the Riddle of the SPHINX.
3 MASTERS.

12 MISSIONARIES
The Name Divine

22 DISCIPLES.
Free of the 4 Elements.

72 INSTRUCTORS
Reveal the Light to Mankind.

108 ADEPTS:
Sacrifice
Turn from Profane Life.

360 AFFILIATES:
Begin To Know, To Realise.

SYMPATHISERS (Outside).
A Beginning of Understanding.

KUNDALINI: The Rod.
Must Become The Serpent of Fire.
The Magic of Wisdom. Perth 18th May, 1951

1. MULADHARA: MAN - Blind, Knocks, Waits TO KNOW-SYMPATHISERS

2. SVADHISTANA: 360º- ENTERS THE CIRCLE OF THE BROTHERHOOD

3. MANIPURA: (Spleen) 108 Sub-Divisions of The Zodiac. Centre of Virtues. Sacrifice.

4. ANAHATA: (Heart, Love) 108 DARES To Teach Things Spiritual To Those in Darkness. Opens the Door of Light

5. VICUDDA: 22 -REACHING UP FOR - ESCAPE

6. AGNA: 12 Signs of Zodiac
          Disciples
          Tribes
          Gates in The New Jerusalem

7. SA HA SRA PADMA: -3 THE TRINITY –FREEDOM IN THE GREAT ALL.

M Mem MOTHER LETTERS
U SACRED Ṣ
A Aleph FIRST NAME OF GOD
Cremorne Hall HALL.
Friday, 1st, June, 1951.
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THERE ARE 22 KEYS IN SYMBOLISM. Recorded in Stones, Pyramids, Secret Sanctuaries. Ref. Central Australia 50,000 Years ago.

THE GREAT ARCHITECT.
Archetype From The Absolute- THE TRINITY.

LIFE FORM THOUGHT
FATHER SON HOLY SPIRIT
BRAHMA VISHNU SHIVA
TAI YUNGA
M U A

THE FIRST WORK OF THE GREAT ARCHITECT.

Manifestation Which Can Never Be Symbolised. MACROCOSM.

THE GREAT SECRET ARCANE
7 Endocrinal Glands
Then the MICROCOSM – MAN - 7 Initiations.

(a) Circle of Light  2 Polarities  Objectivity  Science
(b) Circle of Darkness  +  -  Subjectivity  Religion

INITIATIONS

4th (Central).  THE INSTRUCTORS OF THE WORLD  MEDIATORS BETWEEN LIGHT AND DARKNESS.

HAND OF MOSES. (EX. IV: 3-4)  Transmutation from MATERIAL TO SPIRIT.

IN HOC SIGNO VINCES  In Vibration The MAGIC POWER EXISTS.
(By This Sign We Conquer)
1. CELERY LOAF.
   1. Small Cup Wholemeal Breadcrumbs.
   1 ½ Cups Diced Celery,
   Little Parsley, cut fine.
   ¾ Cup Ground Nuts.
   1 large Onion, cut fine.
   Add 2 well beaten eggs.
   1 Teaspoon Butter
   Pinch Wholespice
   1 ½ Cups Milk,
   Mix Well and stand for 20 minutes.
   Bake in moderate oven for 30 mins.
   (When in oven 20 mins, grate considerable
   amount of cheese over top and cook for the
   remaining 10 mins.)
   Serve with vegemite gravy.

2. STOCK FOR VEGETARIAN
   SOUP.
   1 Handful Bran to 2 Pints of Water.
   Simmer gently for 2 hours and
   strain.

   Note: 1 stick of celery, including
   tops chopped fine can be added,
   and if this is cooked without
   salt, it
   makes an ideal beverage for
   people suffering with rheumatics or
   arthritis.